
Caylent Catalysts

Streamline AWS Landing Zone
Management
Accelerate implementing a production-
ready AWS foundation 

Automated pipeline for managing clusters,
operators & containers
Deployment education, labs & workshops

Cybersecurity Posture Analysis
Gap Analysis
Remediation Workshops

Low cost initial deployments and
enablement to accelerate your
adoption

 
Control Tower 

Kubernetes 

Security & Compliance 

 

Immediate access to certified AWS
DevOps engineers through our two
unique delivery models

DevOps-as-a-Service

Improve your risk management
posture with cloud native security
tools and ensure controls directly
map to compliance regulations

Security & Compliance

Build new web and mobile
applications with cloud-native
technologies and modern
architectures 

Cloud Native App Dev

Turn to data to insights with data
engineering expertise on pipelines,
business intelligence, dashboards,

datastores and data lakes 
 

Data Analytics

Quickly determine the right path
and minimize downtime, leveraging

AWS MAP Framework

Migration

Modernize legacy applications
with containers and serverless

technologies

Application Modernization

Caylent Offers

Caylent Services

Assessments AWS BaseCamp

Discovery and planning sessions to
assess your needs and reach your
desired outcomes

 
Migration Acceleration
AWS Migration Readiness Assessment, business
& technical roadmap development

Data Modernization
Get an assessment from our data modernization
experts to determine the best set of cloud data
services for your needs

Well-Architected Review
Evaluate your architecture based on operational
excellence, security, reliability, performance
efficiency, and cost optimization

 
 

Cloud Readiness Assessment
Well-Architected Reviews

Infrastructure-as-Code deployment
AWS Landing Zone patterns for multi-
account design control & access control
Security guardrail enablement
Consolidated & Segregated AWS log
archive

Infrastructure, security and
automation best practices for long
term scalability

 
Assessment, Ideation & Enablement

Key Foundational Implementation 

Optional features including security action
plans, compliance readiness accelerators,
additional workload migration and more!

 

We Bring Your Ambitious Ideas to Life on AWS
www.caylent.com

Fueling Cloud NativeFueling Cloud Native



The Caylent team has significantly accelerated Hi 
Marley’s journey to best-in-class DevOps. The quality 
of the completed work is consistently excellent, and 
accompanied by thoughtful knowledge sharing 
sessions to ensure our team is up to speed with new 
technologies in the stack

Caylent has been an outstanding partner in leading Novus 
from an antiquated physical datacenter to a modern 
Kubernetes-based Platform running on the AWS cloud. 
Working together with Caylent, Novus has enjoyed a 50% 
reduction in total infrastructure spend, while seeing our 
application uptime improve to over 99.9%.

4521 Campus Dr 
Suite 344

Irvine, California 92612, US
 

caylent.com/contact
+1 (949) 328-6005

Caylent has a high level of expertise for everything we 
are doing or considering doing on AWS, they know 
how to move fast and get results.

What our customers say about us

John Tokarowski, SRE Engineer

Learn how we helped these 
customers and more, achieve 
their infrastructure goals and 
business outcomes at 
caylent.com/case-studies

Noah Zucker, SVP of Technology

Tory Brady, Associate VP

Contact Us

Our Business Philosophy
Caylent is a cloud native services company that helps organizations bring the best out of their people and
technology using AWS. We work with customers to build, scale and optimize sophisticated cloud solutions using
deep subject matter expertise to deliver world class outcomes through an agile co-delivery model. 

All-in on AWS: Leverage deep expertise and 
knowledge from AWS certified architects and 
engineers

Industry Specializations: Expertise in SaaS, 
Healthcare & Life Sciences, Financial Services, 
Insurance

Trusted & Proven: High customer 
satisfaction with a consistent 9.5 CSAT 
score monthly average, year over year

Flexible Engagement Models: On-
demand, on-going engineering pods
or deliverable-based projects

https://caylent.com/case-studies

